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www.arterie.ca

Vacancy At The Arterie: Therapists and/or creative professionals, please join us!

Everybody is rethinking their therapy practice now that working from home is the new normal!
And so just in case you’re an ‘in office’ clinician, and just in case this strikes you at the right time
for a move, we have one furnished, and one open space on offer. Please contact us for details.
Who we are / what we offer at The Arterie in Burlington:
* we’re a collective of therapists of different stripes (social work, art therapy, psychology,
medical psychotherapy, psychoanalyst) who all identify as being creative. Sarah Brodie and
Claudia Corradetti are the co-founders of the place, are art therapists and child
psychoanalysts.
* we cross-refer a lot, as a collective, with no obligations, or money exchanged
* we have family friendly practices where many of us work with children, we all share a trauma
focus, we’re all seasoned therapists, now all the more seasoned by quarantine!
* We have shared space of an ample waiting room, and 6 well lit, pretty consulting rooms
* the house was recently totally renovated and is clean & very well cared for by us, as
occupants, and regular cleaning service. Amazing location.
* each occupant’s rent goes to the building owner, and is a comprehensive price that includes
rental, utilities, shared expenses (cleaning, internet, supplies), snow removal and
landscaping: $825+hst for full time office, $625+hst for a beautifully furnished share of more
than 80% of the working week
* post-pandemic (!?) start time of September 2020 (negotiable)
Is it possible this is the right time for you to join a friendly collective of professionals who
choose to work in a community that supports other professionals who do the tricky work of
supporting mental health in private practice? Join us and contact info@arterie.ca

